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Welcome to NUtimes!
NUtec's regular e-newsletter for print professionals and colour enthusiasts.
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NUtec expanded colour gamut and special
effect inks 

NUtec recently announced new Orange and Light Black expanded colour gamut
(ECG) options for our Diamond eco-solvent alternative inks designed for
Mimaki® SS21 printing.

The Diamond D10-GF-MS21 provides outstanding media compatibility across a
broad range of self-adhesive and flexible substrates and is supported by NUtec
Digital’s Ink Delivery System (IDS) Warranty.

Recently we also announced new and exciting fluorescent additions to our
water-based dye sublimation portfolio in the form of Fluorescent Pink and
Fluorescent Yellow options.

Our Aquamarine AQ10-DST-HC range can now be used to add special effects
to textiles and polyester based susbstrates allowing them to pop with neon
colour while also glowing under blacklight. 

White and varnish options in our UV-curable ink range can add beautiful texture,
gloss and even 3D effects to your rigid or flexible applications while also
extending the durability of the print. 

These are just a few recent examples of NUtec continuously striving to bring its
customers enhanced offerings that add value to your businesses and bottom
line.

For more on any of these products or how we may assist you further, kindly
contact sales@nutecdigital.com. 

Printing Alliance, FESPA
and a Global Printing
Taxomony

"PRINTING United Alliance, in
partnership with IT Strategies and
Zwang & Co., announce progress
on its important initiative developed
to provide the printing industry with
a comprehensive global
taxonomy. A special advisory
board has been created to guide the
Taxonomy project to ensure it
adequately represents companies
and the relative nomenclature
needed to address the printing

industry’s under-representation in government statistics, and help prepare the
printing industry for growing business in the future, in all regions of the world."

Above extract is from an In-plant Impressions article. Read the full press
release here. Special advisory board members are listed below:

USA dealer, Tubelite at Printing United 
Expo 2021

NUtec's USA-based reseller, Tubelite has a stand booked at the Printing United
Expo to be held from 6 - 8 Otober 2021 in Orlando, Florida. This will be a 3 part
offering with Preview, Live & Wrap Up events. 

EXPO PREVIEW

The expo preview is open now to those already registered and includes access
to online product demonstrations and educational sessions.

EXPO LIVE

The live exhibition will be held at the Orange County Convention Centre from 6 -
8 October with over one million square feet of printing solutions and services
presented in various formats.

EXPO WRAP-UP

A virtual wrap-up straight after the live event will allow visitors to review what
they learned on the expo floor and explore anything they may have missed.

Go to www.printingunited.com for more details and registration information.

Tubelite stocks among other products, NUtec Digital Ink's Emerald range of
Environment Responsible Product (ERP). 

The Emerald ERP range is a greener solution for preserving the environment,
as it contains no hazardous air pollutants and provides a safer operator
environment due to more favourable exposure limits. 

View the Emerald ERP range on our website or contact NUtec directly for more
information.

Tech tips: 
Preventing curling & lifting 

of printed self-adhesive media
Occasionally you will hear from end users experiencing problems with edges
lifting on full bleed contour-cut decals or laminates that are pulling away from the
base film or even vehicle wraps lifting out of recesses.

What causes this and how can it be avoided?

The main reason this occurs is due to improper out-gassing of the ink. The
solvents used to penetrate the vinyl and deposit the ink generally requires a
minimum of 24 hours to evaporate off the media.

Curling and lifting is a risk when an end-user prints and directly cuts after
printing and then overlaps two prints in an application where the media has not
dried sufficiently. In addition, if a print has been laminated without proper drying,
the solvents trapped in between the lamination and the film could cause pre-
mature adhesion failures and tunnelling of the lamination can occur as a result of
the solvents trying to escape.

Depending on the ink deposit level onto the vinyl, in some applications the print
can take up to 72 hours to dry.

Solutions to prevent or minimize edge lifting:

� Print the images with crop marks if you have a print & cut machine to allow for
the prints to dry slightly before cutting. 
� Pause between printing & cutting to allow for additional drying.
� Print your decals with heavy ink deposit with a white border around it to
prevent edge curling.
� Do not let your prints lay flat on the floor to dry. The floor is cold preventing
some of the solvents to evaporate.
� Smell your adhesive before you do the application. If you still smell a heavy
solvent smell, you might need to leave it a little bit longer.
� Using a liquid edge sealer once the graphic has been applied, will prevent
future lifting.

Guidelines on drying your prints faster:

� Roll prints in loose wound rolls and place them on a wooden pallet / crate that
has airflow.

� Fans can be used to assist in flashing off the solvents quicker.

� Prints can be hung up in a “washing line” type system.

� A temperature controlled environment will assist with drying consistency
between seasons and night/day shifts.

It is critical that you follow the vinyl manufacturer’s recommendations. 
Not following these guidelines introduces an unnecessary risk. By taking the
extra time to dry prints before application, you can be assured of trouble free
handling and performance and eliminate the possibility of graphic failure.

View our range of eco-solvent inks for self adhesive applications. Contact
support@nutecdigital.com should you have a queries in the above regard.
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Update your NUtimes subscriber details

NUtec Digital Ink commits to safeguarding your data and your privacy and will
only use your data for its intended purpose, with your consent, or when we need
to handle and store your data to fulfill our services to you or our contracts with
you.

We ask that you please inform us of any change in your details such as email
address, company name, country or telephone number. These details can be
emailed to NUtec's Information Officer at data.privacy@nutecdigital.com to
ensure that we stay updated and are able to notify you of our latest product and
company news.

We remind our NUtimes e-newsletter subscribers that you have the right
to opt out or unsubscribe from this mailing list at any time by clicking on
the Unsubscribe button in the footer of this mail.

We draw your attention to our full Privacy Policy published on our website, 
which details both your and our duties and responsibilities with regard to your
data privacy.
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